
 
  

What are “Major Life Activities?” 
Major life activities are functions such as caring for one’s self, 
performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, 
breathing, learning, working, reading, concentrating, thinking, 
communicating, eating, sleeping, standing, lifting, bending and 
major bodily functions. Major bodily functions includes functions of 
the immune system, normal cell growth, digestive, bowel, bladder, 
neurological, brain, respiratory, circulatory, endocrine, and 
reproductive functions. 
 
What Specific Disabilities are Listed in the Law? 
 
Both Section 504 and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
protect individuals with physiological disorders or conditions, 
cosmetic disfigurements, or anatomical losses affecting one or more 
of the following body systems: 
 neurological  musculoskeletal 
 special sense organs  genitourinary 
 skin  hemic/lymphatic 
 cardiovascular  endocrine 
 respiratory, including 
speech organs 

 reproductive 
 digestive 

 
ADA provides a more specific list of disorders: 
 orthopedic  visual 
 speech   hearing impairments 
 muscular dystrophy  cerebral palsy 
 epilepsy  cancer 
 

ADA list of Disorders (cont.) 
 heart disease  diabetes 
 mental retardation  emotional illness 
 tuberculosis   learning disabilities 
 multiple sclerosis   mental illness 
 attention deficit disorder 
 attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
 acquired immune deficiency syndrome 
 human immune deficiency  

 

What is Section 504? 
 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires that 
federal fund recipients make their programs and activities 
accessible to all individuals with disabilities.  Section 504 
protects persons from discrimination based upon their 
disability. 

How Does Section 504 Define 
Individual With a Disability? 
 
A person is an individual with a disability under the 
definition of Section 504 if he or she: 

1. has a physical or mental impairment that 
substantially limits one or more of such person’s 
major life activities, 

2. has a record of such an impairment, or  
3. is regarded as having such an impairment. [34 CFR 

102-559] 
 
 

Section 504 

Questions? 
 
Contact the principal or school designee 
where your student attends. 
 
504 Administrative Liaison 
 
Executive Director of Student Services  
Carol Potter 
1201 2nd St S, Waite Park, MN  
320-370-8075 

What is a Section 504 Plan? 
 
A Section 504 plan outlines the student’s needs and necessary 
modifications and accommodations and services.  The plan is developed 
by a team knowledgeable about the student and reviewed periodically.  
It can be much simpler than the Individualized Education Program plan 
(IEP) used in special education. 

 

Questions & Answers 

What Does Section 504 Say About Placement Procedures? 
 
• Base placement decisions on information gathered from a variety of sources such as 

aptitude and achievement tests, teacher recommendations, social or cultural 
background, and adaptive behavior. 

• Use established procedures that ensure information from all sources is documented 
and carefully considered. 

• The decision must be made by a team knowledgeable about the child, the meaning 
of the evaluation data, and the placement options. 

 
Are Students Covered Under Section 504 Required To Be Educated In The Least Restrictive 
Environment? 
 
Yes.  Districts must educate each qualified student with a disability with other students 
who are not disabled to the “maximum extent appropriate” to meet the needs of the 
student with a disability. 
 
Can A Student Protected Under Section 504 Be Educated In A Setting Other Than The 
Regular Classroom? 
 
If the students with disabilities cannot be accommodated with the use of supplementary 
aids and services in the regular classroom, the student can be placed in a setting other 
than the regular education environment.  This decision must be made on an individual 
basis by a knowledgeable team. 
 



 
What is Meant By “Accommodations”? 
Accommodations refer to adjustments and/or modifications that 
enable the student to have equal access and opportunity to 
benefit from the educational program.  Some examples of 
reasonable accommodations are modified homework 
requirements, provision of readers, provision of taped textbooks, 
changes in the way tests are given, provisions of a teacher’s aide, 
or seating in the front row of the classroom. 
 
 
Are Students Who are Currently Using Illegal Drugs or Alcohol 
Protected Under Section 504? 
 
This issue must be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.  Students who 
are currently using drugs or alcohol and are not enrolled in a 
rehabilitation program are probably not covered under Section 
504.  Students who use drugs and alcohol while in a rehabilitation 
program may be covered. 
 
What are Some “Red Flags” That People Should be Aware of That may 
Require Accommodation(s)? 
 
• When a disability of any kind is known or suspected 
• Serial suspensions occur for a student 
• When a student shows a pattern of not benefiting from teacher 

instruction 
• When a student returns to school after serious illness/injury 
• When a student is referred for evaluation, but it is determined not to 

do an evaluation for special education 
• When a student is evaluated and found not to qualify for special 

education services under IDEA 
• When a student is referred for evaluation for IDEA, but the IEP team 

decides there is no reason to suspect a disability under IDEA 
• When a student is identified "at risk" or exhibits the potential for 

dropping out of school 
• When a student exhibits a chronic health problem 
• When substance abuse is an issue 
• When retention is considered for the student 
• When a student returns to school after being released from a 

treatment center or institution 
 
What Programs and Services Might School Districts Need to Change in 
Order to Become Accessible to Students With Disabilities? 
 
School systems may need to make provisions that include, but are not 
limited to: 
 
• redesigning equipment 
• redesigning classes or other services to accessible buildings 
• assigning aids 
• providing home study 
• altering existing facilities to conform with the requirements of ADA 

and Section 504 
• providing telecommunication devices for persons with hearing and 

speech impairments 
• providing interpreters for persons who are deaf. 
 
Since each disability is unique, the reasonable accommodation 
principle should be applied on a case-by-case basis. 
 
What are Some Examples Inappropriate Accommodations? 
 
Examples of inappropriate accommodations are carrying a student 
upstairs; making one particular building or part of a building accessible 
and serving students with mobility disabilities at this location; having 
students with disabilities eat on a separate floor due to an inaccessible 
cafeteria; denying certain programs such as music, art or assembly 
because these programs are inaccessible. 
 
Is Information Obtained Under Section 504 Subject to the 
Confidentiality Requirements of the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act (Ferpa)? 
 
Yes.  Section 504 records are educational and therefore, must be 
kept in accordance with FERPA regulations. 
 
 

Can a Student With Disabilities be Disciplined 
 
A student with a Section 504 plan can be disciplined the same as 
a general education student for up to ten consecutive school 
days.  If the proposed discipline will exceed ten consecutive 
school days, a manifestation determination meeting must be 
held to determine:  1) whether the conduct in question was 
caused by, or had a direct and substantial relationship to the 
student’s disability; or 2) whether the conduct in question was the 
direct result of the school’s failure to implement the Section 504 
plan.  If the answer to either of those questions is yes, then the 
misconduct is a manifestation of the student’s disability.  If the 
student’s misconduct is a manifestation of his/her disability, the 
District cannot expel the student.  Specific laws apply to students 
who have been identified as eligible under IDEIA. 
 
 
Do Parents Have an Opportunity to Express Disagreement With 
Evaluation and Placement Decisions Made by the School? 
 
Yes.  Section 504 requires that school systems provide a system of 
“procedural safeguards” which allow parents or guardians to 
express disagreement with evaluation and placement decisions.  
Procedural safeguards include notifying parents that they have 
an opportunity to examine relevant records, a right to an 
impartial hearing, and state level review.  A student’s parent(s) or 
guardian(s) and legal counsel may participate in the hearing.  
See the “Notice of Procedural Safeguards and Parent and 
Student Rights – Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1974” on 
the District website. Go to isd742.org. Click on Student Services.  
Scroll down and click on Section 504. Click on 504 Parent Student 
Rights.   
 
How Do Parents File A Complaint? 
 
Parents and guardians have the right to file a grievance, without 
fear of reprisal, if they believe there has been a violation of 
Section 504.  Any such grievance must be filed in writing within a 
reasonable period of time after the alleged violation occurred.  
The grievant must fully state the facts of the alleged violation and 
the remedy that is being sought.  The grievance should be 
submitted to the Building Coordinator for 504.  The person at the 
school who is responsible for Section 504 is the building 
principal/designee. 
 
 

The grievant may also file a complaint with community, 
state, or federal agencies.  Organizations and agencies, 
which the parent may contact to obtain assistance with 
evaluation/placement questions including, but not 
limited to the following: 
 

Federal: 
Office for Civil Rights, Chicago Office 
U.S. Department of Education 
500 W Madison Street Suite 1475 
Chicago, IL  60661 
312-730-1576 
TDD: (312) 730-1609 
Email: OCR.Chicago@ed.gov 
 
State: 
Minnesota Department of Education 
Compliance and Assistance 
1500 Highway 36 West 
Roseville, MN 55113 
651-582-8200 
 
Organization: 
PACER Center, Inc. 
8161 Normandale Blvd. 
Minneapolis, MN 55437 
800-537-2237 or 952-838-9000 
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